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DEC 2 (SAT) / 12:00 PM AT TIFFIN OPEN Non-Scoring
JAN 20 (SAT) / 11:00 AM AT HILLSDALE CONFERENCE
CROSSOVER
2nd of 4
JAN 27 (SAT) / 9:30 AM AT CAPITAL OPEN 1st of 13
FEB 2 (FRI) / 3:30 PM VS CEDARVILLE COLLEGIATE
INVITATIONAL
2nd of 8
FEB 3 (SAT) / 10:00 AM VS RICHEY INDOOR HIGH SCHOOL
TUNE-UP
FEB 3 (SAT) / 3:30 PM AT AKRON INVITATIONAL Non-Scoring
FEB 9 (FRI) / 10:00 AM AT GVSU BIG MEET - FRIDAY No Team Score
FEB 10 (SAT) / 9:00 AM AT GVSU BIG MEET - SATURDAY Non-Scoring
FEB 16 (FRI) - FEB 17 (SAT) VS NCCAA INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP 3rd of 16
FEB 23 (FRI) - FEB 24 (SAT) AT G-MAC INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP 6th of 11
MAR 23 (FRI) - MAR 24
(SAT)
AT EMORY INVITATIONAL 1st of 21
MAR 31 (SAT) / 10:30 AM VS YELLOW JACKET COLLEGIATE
OPEN
1st of 10
APR 13 (FRI) - APR 14 (SAT) AT MIAMI DUALS Non-Scoring
APR 20 (FRI) / 2:00 PM AT OTTERBEIN TWILIGHT
INVITATIONAL
2nd of 15
APR 20 (FRI) - APR 21 (SAT) AT JESSE OWENS CLASSIC Non-Scoring
APR 28 (SAT) / 9:30 AM AT MIAMI INVITATIONAL Non-Scoring
MAY 3 (THU) - MAY 5 (SAT) AT G-MAC OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP 5th of 12
MAY 10 (THU) - MAY 11
(FRI)
AT NORTH CENTRAL INVITATIONAL Non-Scoring
MAY 24 (THU) - MAY 26
(SAT)
AT NCAA OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIP No Team Score
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